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It can be shown anaIytically. accord.1ng to R. A. Johnson. page 212
of his Modem Geometry. that the Simson lines of all points of a circle
are tangent to a hypocycloid of three CUSpS circumscribed about the nine
POint circle of the basic triangle. nus result may be obtained by a very
61mple synthetic discussion. The Simson line of the point F of the
c1rcumcircle of the triangle passes through the point F' midway between
F and· the orthocenter. .M F and F' describe homothetic arcs lDter
cepted by equal central angles 6. the Simson line rotates uniformly through
an angle - 8/2. The identity of its envelope with a hYPOcycloid of three
cusps is established as follows. Let 0 be the center of the fixed circle.
Q the point of contact between the rolling circle and the fixed circle, and
R the point of the rolllng circle on the line QQ. Let S be the correspond
ing point of this hypocycloid. Then QS is normal to the curve and RS
is tangent. Also call the initial point of contact X. and let angle XOQ be 8.
We see readily that angle QRS is 38/2 and that RS makes an angle - 812
with Ox.

An interesting problem which is handled as a direct application of
this theory is encountered upon considering all parabolas tangent to the
sides of a given triangle. It is well known that the focus lies on the
circumcircle of the triangle and that the tangent at the vertex is the
Simson line of the focus. so we conclude: The envelope of the t(lngents
(It the vertices 0/ (Ill parabolas inscribed in a given triangle is QI h'llpoCl/
cloid 01 three cusps circumscribed about the ntnepotnt circle. Since the
axis of a parabola is perpendicular to the targent at the vertex and
passes through the focus, we have the theorem: The envelope 0/ the azes
0/ the /t:milll is (I h'llPDC'l/cioid 01 three cusps circumscnbed (lbout the
circumcircle. Attention should be called to the fact that the directrices
of all the parabolas pass through the orthocenter.

It is of interest to see it there is a simple construction for the cusps
of the hypocycloid. If H is the orthocenter of the given triangle ABC.
let K, L, M be the points where RA. RB, RC cut the n1nepoint circle, and
let radii of this circle parallel to these altitudes meet the circle in P. Q. R.
Then the cusps are on the radii which divide the arcs KP, LQ. MR in
the ratio 2 to 1. To see this, we need to remember that the altitudes are
Simson lines, and the Simson line rotates half as fast in the opposite
sense to the corresponding radius of the ninepoint circle.

If the triangle is equilateral, the figure takes on a particularly pleas
ing appearance, and we may also state the follOWing metric property: If
the vertices A. B. C are on a circle of radius unity and have the position
angles r/3, r. -r/3 respectively, and 11 the focus has the position angle I.

then the distance from the focus to the directrix is sin ( r-38) 12. The

same magnitude ma.y be given in the form 2 (PLJ.FM'.FN') %/ (PA.PB-PC)%,

where L, M. N are the feet of the perpendiculars from the focus P to the
sides of the trlangle. 'Ibis relation 18 obtained from t~ three proportions
like PX:FL: :FN:FC, where X 18 the orthogonal projection of P on its
Simson Une. These arise from the a1m1larity of pain of trianales such
as PMN and PCB.

The familiar triangle theorem. of projective geometry asserts the con
currence ot the lines joining the vertices ot a tr1angle e1reUmscr1becl about
a conic to the contacts on the opposite Idd.es. It the triangle 18 equUateral
and the conic 18 a parabola, the common point 18 the focus, a result eaatJ¥
ob&ained from the theorem that the 1lDe from. the point to the .b1ter1ect1on
of any two tangents b1seets one of the angles formed by the focal radl1 of
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their contact,. Tbll property furnlahes a very simple construction for the
focus of a parabola liven by three tangents forming an equllateral trJa,ngle
and the point of contact on one of them.

By parallel projection of tb18 ftgure on a new plane. we can conclude
that for the general tr1anIle the locus of the point of concurrence In the
tr1a.IWe theorem 11 an eU1pse pauJng through the vertices of the tr1anI1e.
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